
                                      MADAM FREDA DARKO,
                                      PLOT 187-189 
                                      P.O.Box SE 1587, Ksi
                                      SHIASHE-EAST LEGON,
                                      ACCRA.
                                      30th September, 2020.

HIS LORDSHIP THE CHIEF JUSTICE,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF 
THE REPUBLIC OF GHANA, ACCRA
Dear Sir,

PETITION FOR AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE 
DAMAGING OF MY SUBMITTED DOCUMENTS, FOR 
CASE SUIT NO. FAL 569/13 FREDA DARKO VRS 
COMFORT KORKOR KWASHIE AND FOUR (4) OTHERS 
(LANDS COURT 12) HIGH COURT ACCRA.

My name is Freda Darko, the Plaintiff in the above-
mentioned suit. An ongoing case at the High Court, 
Lands Court 12 Accra; presided over by His Lordship 
Justice Amos Wuntah Wuni. J.

Your Lordship, I would like to request for an 
investigation into the mishandling and damaging of my 
submitted documents for the above mentioned suit. I 
have submitted documents including my witness 



statement which has been mishandled by the staff of 
the court, all the way to the photocopying department.
The documents in question have been invaded and 
destroyed with signs of very deliberate intention to 
cause damage.

Your Lordship, I requested for a certified true copy of 
my witness statement dated 11th  August, 2017 when I 
realized that my lawyers had deliberately tampered my 
documents, but the court clerks also deliberately gave 
me part of my witness statement instead of giving me 
full. They gave me the part of the statement in order to 
cover up the tampering made by my lawyers.

So the part they gave me was ripped from the bindings.
This is because they had removed several sheets from 
my originally bonded documents and scattered them. 
So they gave me what they wanted.

Your Lordship, all these, to me, are clear signs of court 
clerks and administrators scheming with my lawyers 
and opponents to make me lose the case. 

When my lawyers deliberately tamper my documents, 
and court clerks and/or officers also damage the ones 
in the court’s possession, it gives clear indication what 
they are exactly up to. This is why, I suspect, they 



always toss and turn me around whenever I go there 
for my documents.

In addition to this, I submitted my first Witness 
Statement and later found out that it had been 
tampered by my lawyer, an act she admitted when I 
confronted her. I wanted to cross check from the court 
but surprisingly they told me after I did the search that 
I had not filed it, when I knew very well that I had filed 
it earlier. So I did a motion to withdraw that witness 
statement and replace it, and my opponent responded 
with their Exhibit M, which included the very Witness 
Statement I had filed earlier and was searching for.

So my question is, if I did not file it, how did my 
opponents get that particular document. So they 
refused to give me the document because they wanted 
to cover up the tampering, and also reassemble them 
as if nothing had happened.

Again, Your Lordship, when I requested a copy of my 
Witness Statement and the Court clerk and myself 
went to the photocopy Department, the person did so 
to the extent it seemed as though the document was 
not bonded. I instructed them to do it exactly as the 
document is, to show that it is bonded. As they were 
doing so, they intentionally used the machine to 



scratch through the documents, causing damage 
(Attached is Exhibit 1) and receipt of payment for the 
photocopy is also hereby attached as Exhibit 2.

Even though the registrar knew very well that the 
documents he was stamping was not credible per court 
standards, he gleefully stamped all of it. See Exhibit 3 
attached.

The way they have all treated me, please Your 
Lordship, call for an investigation into this matter. They 
keep destroying the documents each time I submit. By 
the time we finished dealing with this case, there will 
be about six documents of mostly the same thing, only 
because once a document is submitted they destroy it, 
so I have to keep resubmitting the original ones. 

So please, your lordship, call for the file to be looked 
into and if there are any questions, they can call me. I’ll 
open up about all the other matters regarding this, and 
all that is left to disclose. I also have video evidence of 
how my files have been damaged.

Your Lordship, please, another request is for the case 
to be dealt with on cameras because truly speaking, 
they have destroyed many of my evidences; Many are 
not clear, made faint, at times the stamps do not show 



clearly or even show at all. When I write to request for 
the document to be given to me, they refuse.

Also, I have requested so many times for the files used 
for the previous case, in order for me to look through 
thoroughly helping with the whole case, since about 
four to five years ago. Still they haven’t given it to me. I 
will attach copies of the request letters (Exh 4) I sent 
them including a photocopy of the Judicial Service 
receipt (Exh 5) to this letter. 

And lastly, Your Lordship, I will also attach copies of 
some documents for you to see the various roles 
played by the photocopy officials, court clerks and the 
registrar. I also have a video to prove how the 
documents have been mishandled and can tender it 
upon invitation.  

  
Sincerely,
Freda Darko
(.                   )


